75 years - Think Ahead, Think Yes
NIBC is celebrating its 75th anniversary.
75 years of milestones and decisive moments
have turned NIBC into what it is today; a
professional, entrepreneurial and inventive bank.
To celebrate our anniversary we created an
online magazine covering inspirational interviews
with clients and colleagues, facts & figures and
many interesting articles. Enjoy reading this
Anniversary Update and we wish you a joyous
holiday season and a most prosperous and
healthy New Year.

On the sofa with... Juan Lobato from Ebury
Ebury was one of NIBC's first fintech clients.
Caroline Oosterbaan, member of the Executive
Committee and Melanie Dufour, Fintech
specialist, ask Juan Lobato of Ebury, about his
personal and professional experiences in building
a succesful fintech company. Together they look
ahead at different fintech and banking
developments.
Read more

Where everything started
NIBC's rich history dates back to 1945. Curious
to see where the first office of NIBC was located,
or what stood in the place of our current office in
The Hague? You can read how and where NIBC
was founded. Did you know NIBC was first
known as the 'Herstelbank' for instance? We look
back 75 years to see what decisive moments
have turned NIBC into what it is today.
Read more

We are NIBC
People are the driving force that make up NIBC.
The entrepreneurial spirit, professional way of
working and the inventive solutions created,
thank their existance to our employees. People
that develop, grow and have decisive moments
of their own in their time at NIBC. Five (ex-)
employees share their personal 'NIBC story'.
Read more

On the sofa with... Stater and De Hypotheker
Michel Kant, Member of the Executive
Committee, welcomes two close contacts: Thera
Gerritsen, CCO of Stater and Menno Luiten, CCO
of De Hypotheker. The history between NIBC and
Stater goes back quite some time, more than 20
years. And NIBC has been working with De
Hypotheker for nearly 15 years. Together they
dive into the rapidly changing world of
mortgages.
Read more

More interesting interviews and articles
to come
In the weeks to come, we will publish inspiring
interviews, articles and other items about NIBC's
history and - above all - a view on current and
future developments in banking. We love to
share these with you, so keep an eye on our
dedicated anniversary website or our Linkedin
feed for anniversary updates.

